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Abstract
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1. Introduction

In late 1990s, the Korean Federation for Environmental Movement (KFEM) has acquired

confidence through the Tong River Campaign as a watershed of transnational cooperation. The ‘Ramsar

Convention’1 on wetlands of international importance has justified KFEM’s opposition to the

government’s plan for the Tong River dam insisting upon its economic benefits such as clean tap water

and electricity. In addition, since its participation in the Rio conference in 1992, KFEM has developed

various channels of inter-relationships with international organizations, in particular transnational social

movement organizations (TSMOs).2  For example, networks with TSMOs have been extended from

personal contacts in international conferences, to occasional inter-organizational cooperation with respect

to nuclear plants, and to affiliation with regional organizations. As environmental issues have become not

only global concerns crossing national borders but also have required more scientific diagnosis of, and

prognosis for, environmental disruption, local environmental movements lacking in knowledge as well as

action skills to environmental problems need to learn related knowledge or information and then apply

them to related local issues. The Tong River campaign is one successful case of learning and its

application by KFEM with respect to framing and networks.

However, KFEM sometimes failed to successfully combine framing with networks in

transnational cooperation. “Genetically Modified Organisms (GMO) Free Movement” and “Sustainable

Social Development (SSD) Project,” examined in this paper, respectively show incomplete frame

diffusion without the establishment of networks with TSMOs. Currently a debate is raging about GMO in

                                                       
1 The Convention on Wetlands, signed in Ramsar, Iran, in 1971, is an intergovernmental treaty, which provides the framework
for national action and international cooperation for the conservation and wise use of wetlands and their resources. There are
presently 123 Contracting Parties to the Convention, with 1060 wetland sites, totalling 80.6 million hectares, designated for
inclusion in the Ramsar List of Wetlands of International Importance. (http://www.ramsar.org)
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our food.3 In 1998, KFEM also recognized unexpected threat to environment and health. It made

intensive efforts to learn GMO-related information and at the same time collaborate with other involved

national groups such as environmental, agricultural, and consumer groups. Although the collaboration

succeeded in attracting public attention through media coverage, it happened to fade out of the stage and

then became marginal issue. Similarly, SSD Project4 looked promising to Korean environmental groups

in the beginning. They did not develop the idea tuning to Korean situation but instead import only the

term without full-scale understanding or collaboration among them. Paradoxically, the government as a

counter part assumed the word as a subset of development ideology and initiated various projects in the

name of SSD. Like GMO case, SSD Project also shows a typical example of local groups’ easy-ride to

new ideas or frames without considering frame alignment and building networks.

I argue that the reason for each unsuccessful case was domestic obstacles. In short, this paper

aims to explore under what conditions local environmental movements in Korea succeed in influencing

the strong state into adopting an eco-friendly policy, by cooperation with TSMOs. In addition, by

comparing with unsuccessful cases, this paper tries to show how domestic obstacles matter for local

groups’ transnational cooperation. In other words, this paper tries to focus more on bottom-up process in

transnational cooperation.

While many researchers from political science, sociology, and international law have become

more interested in the relationship between transnational and local movements, they tend to take for

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
2 TSMOs are organized actors with members from at least two nations that engage in efforts to promote or resist change
beyond the bounds of their national citizenship (recite Pagnucco and McCarthy’s definition, Lewis 2000: 105). In this paper, I
sometimes use TSMO more inclusively to explain other international group.
3 With the advent of genetic engineering, scientists can “cut and paste” genes from one organism into another so that the
genetic make-up of the organism is changed and its natural traits are manipulated in particular directions. The biotech industry
claims that GMO will save the environment and solve the hunger crisis. But Greenpeace considers GMO a threat to the planet
because GMO could have a devastating effect on native flora and fauna in that GMO crops may have a competitive advantage
over natural wild plants, the latter may be unable to survive (http://www.greenpeace.org/~geneng/).
4 Though the term ‘sustainable [social] development’ and the associated notion of sustainability have a lengthy history, they
have risen to international prominence following the publication of the Brundtland Report (World Commission on
Environment and Development, 1987) and in the wake of the Earth Summit of 1992. (Yearley 1996: 130)
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granted that TSMOs take initiatives not only to cooperate with local movements but also to influence

government policy (Sikkink 1993; Keck and Sikkink 1998; Smith et al 1997; Spiro 1998). Of course,

some scholars recognize that local movements are crucial in leading to successful transnational

cooperation (Brysk 1996; Lewis 2000). However, they have failed to clearly explain how local

movement groups overcome domestic barriers through their own efforts. Too often local groups are

simply assumed to be appealing to TSMOs.

KFEM, in contrast, shows quite a different pattern from environmental groups in other developing

countries. Interestingly there have been few national chapters of TSMOs except Amnesty International in

Korea.5 Consequently local environmental groups have rarely experienced any direct impact or guidance

from TSMOs but instead have developed transnational linkages occasionally to introduce Korean

environmental status into international arena. In addition, most environmental groups have the tradition

of strong pro-democracy movements because most activists used to belong to such movements or student

movement groups. Throughout long and contentious pro-democracy movements, Korean environmental

groups acquired a robust organizational structure and strong solidarity with other sectors such as human

rights, women’s, consumer, and labor movements. With the advent of procedural democracy in 1987,

environmental groups rapidly grew up and KFEM, in particular paved way to spearhead transnational

cooperation through participation in various international issues.6 Given this fact, it is not sufficient to

explain transnational cooperation as TSMOs’ unilaterally imposing new ideas or frames on KFEM. But

rather, it is necessary to explore how KFEM mobilized TSMOs’ attention as a source of network partners

                                                       
5 To date, there are no Korean chapters of Greenpeace, Friends of Earth (FOE), World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), and
International Rivers Network (IRN). Yet, Amnesty International established Korean chapter in 1972.
6 June uprising in 1987 ended the military dictatorship and acquired direct vote in president election. This open political
system enabled environmental movements to experience a rapid expansion period (1987-1998) in which 385 environmental
groups were established and shifted into western-like issues. This rapid growth was caused by several factors, including the
openness of political opportunity, the shift of frames from democratization to quality of life and to keeping a sound eco-
system. (Kim 1999; Kim 1996)
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as well as new ideas.7 In other words, I argue that TSMOs’ brokerage role in both diffusing new ideas

and building up sustained networks has to be facilitated by another local broker strongly based in local

environmental movements in order to solve domestic barriers.

To explain this bottom-up process, I will focus on two mechanisms including sustained networks

and framing processes. Major part of transnational cooperation consists of frame diffusion between

TSMOs and local groups. Although many researchers, using International relation (IR) theory, also

emphasize the importance of ideas, arguing that “ideas can influence policy when the principle ideas

provide road maps that increase actors’ clarity about goals or end-means,”8 they do not adequately

address that ideas or beliefs such as human rights and environmentalism can face domestic barriers such

as counter ideas and unsuccessful frame bridging into local issues. Similarly, a world polity model based

on new institutionalism strongly focuses on diffusion of world culture into developing countries even if

researchers recognize possible conflicts and delays in the course of such diffusion (Meyer et al 1997;

Frank et al 2000). Even researchers on transnational movements mainly focus on TSMOs’ role in

intervening in local policy making (Smith 1999; Clapp 1994) even if they acknowledge the importance of

local political opportunity and robustness of local groups (Brysk 1996; Lewis 2000). Because these

perspectives rely on top-down processes, they are limited in explaining how KFEM not only develop

networks to learn new ideas and organizational skills but also apply effectively new frames to local

issues. Networks and frame bridging are never guaranteed by TSMOs but built up and elaborated by local

groups. In addition, domestic barriers often prevent KFEM from developing the two crucial mechanisms.

In other words, it is necessary to explore how domestic obstacles work against KFEM’s cooperation with

TSMOs with respect to network formation and strategic framing alignment.

                                                       
7 Rothman and Oliver clearly showed local initiative in mobilizing external resources in their case study of anti-dam
movement in Southern Brazil. In particular, they emphasized two-way of interchange between local activists and international
organizations. (Rothman and Oliver 1999: 55)
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Throughout this paper, I do not mean to show that KFEM could have succeeded in canceling the

dam project without transnational cooperation. Rather I would argue that we should focus on the ways in

which KFEM successfully developed not only strong networks with TSMOs prior to the anti-dam

movement but also strategic frame alignment with international references or standards with respect to

dam construction. I will chronicle the process of how KFEM has developed networks from the UNCEP at

Rio de Janeiro in 1992 to the International Dam Symposium at Seoul of 1999. At the same time, I will

focus on the framing process through which KFEM enhanced its understanding of how its opposition to

the dam construction in the Tong River could reflect the Ramsar convention. With this transnational

support based on networks and framing alignment, KFEM finally succeeded in canceling the dam project

after a three-year confrontation with the government.

I also explore unsuccessful cases in influencing government policy through transnational

cooperation. I will explore two cases, the “GMO Free Movement” and “Sustainable Social Development

(SSD) Project,” in which KFEM rarely developed networks with TSMOs or national SMOs nor

creatively apply new ideas or frames to local issues. In other words, although these new movements look

promising to KFEM, they are limited to only a few upper level activists. As mentioned above,

unsuccessful transnational cooperation reflects local obstacles embedded in contentious Korean politics.

It results from immature networks with TSMOs as well as simple diffusion without full understanding of

the new fancy movements existing in local environmental organizations. Besides, for the GMO case, the

government itself initiates the “hot” issues by launching government agencies with an ideology of

development instead of ecological ideas. For the SSD Project, national SMOs without previous own

preparation just jumped on the bandwagon of the governmental policy of establishing the National

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
8 Goldstein, Judith and Robert Keohane 1993 P. 13.
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Committee on Sustainable Development. Both unsuccessful cases will show how three kinds of

obstacles: individual incapacity, organizational unbalance, and the state involved in transnational

cooperation can be linked to two crucial mechanisms: sustained networks and framing alignment.

I hope this paper will contribute to current research on the relationship between TSMOs and local

SMOs by emphasizing that robust local environmental groups based on a long tradition of prodemocracy

movements can serve as another locus for frame bridging to solve cultural and language differences.

Besides, this paper will contribute to understanding how transnational cooperation can be distorted or

restrained by various obstacles embedded in local contexts. I hope this point will complement political

opportunity structure (POS) argument9 with respect to transnational social movements.

2. Preconditions for Transnational Cooperation

Rio Conference and KFEM

Until the collapse of the military authoritarian dictatorship in 1987, Korean civil society was

repressed by the “closed” political system. Mass demonstrations by students and labor movements

demanded a “procedural democracy,” permitting direct vote, freedom of association and gathering, and

redemption of political prisoners of conscience. During the prodemocracy movement period, most social

movements largely focused on national issue including democratization and reunification of Korea. Yet

the collapse of the military regime enabled the repressed civil society to accelerate organizing of new

social movement organizations (hereafter SMOs) including environmental movements, women

movements, and human rights movements, etc. and furthermore expanded their interests onto

international issues. As Chart 1 shows, the jumping increase (almost 100%) of international participation

by Korean NGOs was made between 1986 and 1997.

                                                       
9 Rothman and Oliver labeled it “Nested Political Opportunity Structures,” implying that local POSs are embedded in national
POSs, which are in turn embedded in internaitonal POSs. (Rothman and Oliver 1999: 43)
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<Chart 1 About Here>

Although this increasing number of Korean NGOs’ participation in international organizations has been

normalized in most non-governmental sectors, environmental movement organizations are the most

noteworthy. For example, Korean environmental movements were explicitly or implicitly influenced by

the Rio Conference.10 Since the Rio Conference, public in general as well as environmental activists

became more interested in global environmental issues such as the ozone layer, green house effect, and

the risk of nuclear plants. In reality, KFEM experienced a watershed of its movement expansion into

transnational cooperation as a turning point of the Rio conference. In 1993, KFEM expansively

reorganized from the Korean Anti-Pollution Movement Association (KAPMA)11 by including scattered

regional environmental organizations. In the same year, it established its own research center, the

Citizens’ Institute of Environmental Studies (CIES), to develop reasonable eco-friendly alternatives to

governmental policy.12  In addition, since its participation in the Rio conference, KFEM began not only

to occasionally collaborate with transnational organizations such as Greenpeace International but also to

participate in various world conferences such as the World Summit on Sustainable Development in

Copenhagen in 1995 (KFEM 2000).

But its early experience did not maintain in the form of sustained networks with TSMOs but

rather remained in occasional contacts or eventual involvement in nuclear issues in Northeast Asia. In

fact, there are several factors, which can restrain KFEM from building up transnational relationships in

                                                       
10 The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCE) held in Rio de Janeiro in June 1992. Agendas
discussed are as follow: Convention on climate change, Forests, Biodiversity, biotechnology, land resources, Hazardous
wastes, Toxic chemicals, Fresh water, Action for sustainable development into the 21st century, Environmental awareness,
Poverty and environmental finance, Agenda 21 Cross-sectoral issues, and the Earth Charter. (Recitation at Meddleton et al.
1993: 7)
11 KAPMA as a radically oriented group established in 1987 was the largest mass-based Korean environmental organization
in the late 1980s, with the most diverse anti-pollution and antinuclear activities (Lee and Smith 1999: 245).
12 “KFEM has discarded the old KAPMA hostility toward big business and the state, avoid political radicalism, and
abandoned its narrow anti-pollution focus. … They set up an environmental think-tank, a center for proecology legal counsel,
and an information center that opened up a Worldwide Web home page.” (Lee and Smith 1999: 247)
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Korea. First, ironically there have been few national chapters of TSMOs, in particular environmental

groups such as Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth, World Wide Fund for Nature, Rainforest Action

Network.13 Second, Korean SMOs have developed robust solidarity through prodemocracy movements.

Most activists involved in current “new social movements” come from the former prodemocracy

movements or student movements so that they can easily mobilize other organization into hot issue.14

This strong solidarity among activists often cause KFEM to be involved in “routinized collaboration”

whose issue is not related to environmental ones. Retrospectively KFEM has often participated in non-

environmental movements initiated by other pro-democracy SMOs because KFEM’s participation was

considered symbolically important or empowering factor for the movement. Consequently KFEM cannot

help joining various formal collaborations with other SMOs.15 In other words, while the Rio conference

triggered KFEM’s expansion onto international issues, KFEM had its own limits and external constraint

from the outset.

Issue Expansion from Anti-pollution to Wetland Preservation

 The beginning of Korean environmental movement was humble. A loose environmental

movement gradually coalesced during 1980s, as Seoul-based organizations founded by scientists,

scholars, and church leaders and initially dedicated to research and promoting public awareness

connected with locally based, grassroots, anti-pollution activism or guided by industrial workers and

residents of threatened communities (Lee and Smith, 1999:243). In other words, the formative period of

environmental movements in Korea (1960-1987) can be found in the outcry movements demanding

                                                       
13 By contrast, Japan has Friends of the Earth-Japan, Greenpeace Japan, World Wide Fund for Nature Japan. (The Guide to
Environmental Organizations, KFEM 1997)
14 Lim and Kong analyzed the path of activists’ career and personal ties among them. (Lim et al. 1997and 1998)
15 According to the Department of Policy, main cooperation with other SMOs joined by KFEM in 1999 is as follow.
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compensation for the damages caused by air and water pollution. In fact, most environmental movements

at that time focused on serious air and water pollution problems in order to challenge the authoritarian

regime, with the underlying goal of contributing to democratization (Kim, 1998:108). After the collapse

of military regime, the rapid growth of environmental groups was caused by several important factors,

including the openness of political opportunity, the change or shift of frames from democratization

movements to quality of life and to keeping a sound eco-system. In environmental movement sector,

KFEM in particular paved the way to new global issues by learning and applying through various

international conferences or action with respect to nuclear waste, wetland preservation, climate change

convention, and biodiversity. By learning new frames or ideas, KFEM has tried to apply them into

similar local issues. The caveat also exists. The fact that easy access to new information through internet

enabled KFEM to get useful knowledge for local issue does not always lead to successful application of

it. Sometimes tons of new frames or ideas have overflow to KFEM without sufficient understanding or

even knowing of them. In other words, what is important is how issue expansion from TSMOs has been

thoroughly learned and applied by KFEM.

KFEM’s Increasing Capacity of Mobilizing Resources

It is not exaggerating to say that KFEM is the largest and most influential national SMO in

Korea.16 KFEM shows its robustness in developing various sources of funding. As seen in Table 1,

KFEM get relatively less funds from government and little support from IGOs or even other NGOs.

<Table 1 About Here>

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
(1) Various Reformation Movements such as cooperative bank, people pension, and mass media, (2) People’s Solidarity
against the National Security Law, (3) Citizen Solidarity for Monitoring National Budget, (4) Prepatory Council of Monitoring
MNCs, and  (5) Black List movements in the General Election 2000. (KFEM, 2000)
16 As of December 2000, KFEM has grown the largest environmental movement organization in Asia with six attached
organizations and 47 local chapters, and 75,000 members (KEFM, 2000).
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It is surprising to us that according to annual reports, KFEM has not any financial support from both

Inter-governmental organizations and other NGOs in the budget of 1997. In 1998, there was only one

source from Korean Office of German Friederich Everett Foundation to help KFEM organize an

International Conference on Climate Change. Other financial sources with respect to international affairs

largely came from industrial institutes such as LG Environmental Safety Research Center and Samsung

Global Environment Research Center. These financial aids were used for NGO exchange program among

Asia-pacific NGOs (KFEM 1998: 140-41). In 1999, KFEM had financial support from British Embassy

to promote wetland conservation movement in Korea (KFEM 1999). In other words, the financial support

KFEM’s international affairs largely came from national institutions rather than international

organizations. To date KFEM has rarely mobilized transnational fund from NGOs but rather it has used

national resources to attend international conferences, to conduct on-site survey programs, and to

organize international conference in Korea.17 Despite the limit, KFEM made an effort to develop more

tangible relationship with TSMOs through cooperation around local urgent issues. As a result, KFEM

from the outset considered not so much funding source as partners, helping KFEM promote public

environmental awareness and influence government policy through building sustained networks as well

as providing new ideas or action frames. As mentioned above, because TSMOs such as Greenpeace

International, FOE, and WWF have had no direct linkages to Korean environmental groups to guide any

action and to provide necessary information, they had little actual cooperation with Korean

environmental groups until early 1990s. KFEM witnesses the necessity of bridging TSMOs and local

environmental movements and then began to concentrate its energy on international cooperation from the

outset. Its efforts resulted in establishing the International Affairs as part of Policy Department in 1997.

                                                       
17 The fact that Korea became one member of OECD in 1996 made the UN-related organization withdraw financial support for
Korean NGOs participating in international conferences. (Interview with Kim, ChoonY)
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In sum, KFEM became the strongest national environmental organization with robust

organizational structure not based on transnational supports. Simultaneously strong solidarity of KFEM

with other sectors prevented it from concentrating on international cooperation. Arguably the fact that

there established a strong and robust national environmental group in Korea, which have became a local

actor capable of initiating transnational cooperation should be a convincing reason to explore its efforts

as a “bottom-up” process to influence the government policy through transnational cooperation.

3. Critical Review of Three Perspectives on Transnational Relationship

I review three perspectives on the relationship between transnational and local movements: the

world society (global society) model, the transnational advocacy network model, and the transnational

social movement organization model. Although three perspectives commonly acknowledge that local

movements are crucial in transnational cooperation, they seem to take it for granted that local movements

can be guided and supported by transnational organizations, but do not describe how. In other words,

they do not clarify under what conditions local movements can develop transnational cooperation and

then succeed in influencing government policymaking. So I inquire into each perspective to determine

what it tells us about local initiative and obstacles to transnational cooperation.

First, the world society model proposed by sociologists, John Meyer and his colleagues is mainly

concerned with enactment process of rationalized world institutional and cultural order through IGOs and

INGOs independent of lower-level units. They argued:

World society is mainly made up of what may, loosely following Mead, be called ‘rationalized others,’ social
elements such as the sciences and professions that gives advice to nation-state and other actors about their true and
responsible natures, purposes, technologies, and so on. Rationalized others are now everywhere, in massive arrays of
international associations (Boli and Thomas 1997) and ‘epistemic communities’ (Hass 1992), generating verifiable
rivers of universalistic scientific and professional discourse.18

                                                       
18 Meyer et al. 1997:162
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Their argument is based on so-called ‘top-down’ imagery about transnational cooperation. Furthermore,

Frank and his colleagues tried to show this world society argument more empirically. They argued that

“with more institutionalized, closer linkages to world society, and more developed domestic sites such as

scientific institutes, global blueprints of nation-state environmentalism should diffuse at a faster rate [into

local movements]” (Frank et al. 2000: 102-103). But, this world society model has limits in explaining

local initiatives and obstacles. Although Meyer tried to add “decoupling mechanism” to his model to

explain any possible conflicts and delay in the diffusion process of “world culture,” (Meyer et al. 1997:

154) it still remained abstractive. For this reason, Buttel criticized that “the transmission of

environmental rationality from global society to nation-state portrayed by Frank et al were essentially

conflict-free terms” (Buttel, 2000:117-21). Finnemore also criticized the world society model for not

acknowledging that cultural rules are often established not by persuasion or cognitive processes of

institutionalization but by force and fiat. In addition, elements of world culture contain deep tension and

contradictions that may constrain ‘isomorphism’ and limit the stability of behavioral convergence. In

other words, the world society model has no grounds for explaining value conflicts or normative contest

(Finnemore 1996). For example, although Korean Government ratifies or even enacts eco-friendly rules,

resonating with international standards, its practices did not lead to environmentalism but to the ideology

of development.19 It implies that the main force driving the government to change its policy eco-friendly

was not possible by automatic diffusion of new institution or ideas but by continuous contestation

between local movements and the government. In other words, under a recalcitrant government that

opposes environmentalism, it is really important how effectively local movements challenge the

government through transnational cooperation.

                                                       
19 While Korean Government joined the “Convention on Biotechnology Safety” in 2000 Montreal conference and then had to
enact rules resonating with the Convention, it implicitly gave hegemony to the Ministry of Industry and Resource, which
intended to enact development-oriented rules rather than health and ecology (Park 2000: 16-19).
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Secondly, the transnational advocacy network model proposed by Keck and Sikkink is mainly

concerned with discursive networks between transnational and local organizations. By using a

“boomerang”20 metaphor, they contended that local groups that have difficulty promoting human rights

or environment turned to mobilizing transnational power to force the government to change policies to

meet international standards (Sikkink 1993; Keck and Sikkink 1998). This transnational cooperation is

composed of two components; (1) advocacy of pleading the causes of others or defending a cause or

proposition and (2) networks among committed and knowledgeable actors working in specialized issue

areas and. In other words, they call such transnational cooperation “transnational advocacy networks,”

which are organized to promote causes, principled ideas, and norms, and often involve individuals

advocating policy changes that cannot be easily linked to a rationalist understanding of their interests

(Keck and Sikkink 1998: 8-9). Similarly Khagram explained the Indian anti-dam movements as the

process of transnational advocacy networks even if he used a different term “transnational allied

opposition groups.”21 He contended that the success in Indian anti-dam movements resulted from three

combining factors-norms based on international beliefs, transnationally allied opposition groups, and

local movements composed of indigenous groups, human rights and environmental groups (Khagram,

1999).

The above works from the second model similarly hold that transnational cooperation should be

based on norms, beliefs, or principled ideas. This feature reflects how the transnational advocacy

networks model has been influenced by current international relation (IR) theory which emphasizes the

                                                       
20 When channels between the state and its domestic actors are blocked, the boomerang pattern of influence characteristic of
transnational networks may occur: domestic NGOs bypass their state and directly search out international allies to try to bring
pressure on their state from outside. (Keck and Sikkink 1998: 12)
21 International Rivers Network (IRN) was a typical example. The growing local, national, and transnational struggles against
big dams around the world, the multilateral banks campaign focusing on large scale infrastructure project, and publication of
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role of ideas in politics. Goldstein and Keohane argued that “ideas influence policy when the principled

or causal beliefs they embody provide road maps that increase actor’s clarity about goals or ends-means”

(1993: 13). Sikkink (1993) also contended that international human rights issue-networks composed of

Amnesty International, UN related committees, and local human rights groups could influence the

periphery country restraining human rights into reforming anti-human rights laws as shown in Argentine

and Mexico cases.

However, as this advocacy networks model mainly focused on issue networks based on ideas

exchange, it does not show clearly how local movements develop “sustained networks” based on inter-

organizational collaboration with TSMOs beyond occasional personal contacts.22  In other words, we

need to distinguish between advocacy networks based on information or ideas and sustained networks

organizational integrated into local movements. Another limit in this advocacy networks model lies in its

wide adoption of NGO activists. It includes actors belonging to even government agencies or IGOs in the

same category as NGO activists if the former may share the latter’s values and then try to further their

goals within organizations (Keck and Sikkink, 1998a: 220). Yet, in the Korean cases featuring strong

contention between SMOs and the government, it is so risky to include them into the same category

because most government-related actors are heavily dependent upon the government agenda and then are

very passive in collaborating with NGO activists. In addition, we need to acknowledge the fact that there

has been a long competition among principled beliefs or ideas with respect to human rights and

environmentalism. For example, Korean NGOs had difficulty in building up transnational advocacy

networks based on such principled beliefs as human rights or environmentalism because the government

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
the first Goldsmith and Hildyard volume-The Social and Environmental Effects of Large Dams, all contributed to the
establishment of the transnational NGO eventually known as the IRN (Khagram 1999:271).
22 Tarrow criticize Keck and Sikkink, emphasizing that “the networks are distinguishable by the centrality of principled ideas
or values in motivating their information, and information change is at the core of the relationship among their components for
the following reason.  Such network concept causes its lacking categorical basis, the continual interpersonal relations, and the
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has had its own convincing excuses of keeping national security from North Korea threat and

accomplishing economic development as one of four Asian dragons. Consequently, local NGOs had to

not only develop sustained networks but also effectively apply new frames to local concern to challenge

the recalcitrant government.

Thirdly, Smith and her colleagues narrowed down their focus to Transnational Social Movement

Organizations (TSMOs) such as Greenpeace International, Friends of Earth, Amnesty International, and

Human Rights Watch, etc (Smith et al. 1997). She defined TSMOs as a subset of NGOs and SMOs,

working transnationally to influence the local government policies through various transnational

campaigns or protests with respect to human rights, environment, and world economy (Smith 1997, 1999,

2000). Given the definition, Smith contends that “as formal movement actors, TSMOs serves as

movement focal points: (1) TSMOs cultivate relationship with officials in IGOs and national delegations,

monitor progress on given issues, and devise and implement means of advancing movement goals when

progress is stalled” (Smith 1997:43). Similarly, Clapp also points out “while the conference decisions are

officially adopted by states, non-state actors are extremely important in the process of reaching this

historic agreement. For example, Greenpeace provided much of the evidence of environmentally unsound

toxic waste trade disposal and dirty recycling in non-OECD countries. At the meeting Greenpeace took

an active role not only in distributing its research results, but also in embarrassing those countries

opposed to the ban in its large display in the lobby of the conference building and in its comments in the

plenary and working groups sessions.” (Clapp 1994: 515)

Basically we cannot deny the increasing significance of TSMOs in international institutions such

as UN related organizations, but need to recognize that TSMOs’ initiative and direction may not work

well in local settings because of various obstacles embedded in local political contexts. Although the

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
exposure to similar opportunities and constraints that social movement scholars have found in domestic social networks.”  And
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research findings from this seemed to recognize the significant role of local movements in transnational

cooperation, they largely focused on how TSMOs initiate and guide cooperation with local groups facing

emergent transnational issues. For example, although Brysk(1993) and Lewis(2000) contended that local

groups’ participation was crucial in the success of transnational cooperation in promoting human rights

or environmental conservation, they did not seem to go further into exploration of how local movements

develop “sustained networks” with TSMOs and also apply new frames to local concern strategically.

Brysk argued that social movements lacking in conventional power could turn their weakness into

strength by projecting cognitive and affective information to form international alliances. Yet, cognitive

identification based on new social movement do not always guarantee sustained international alliance.

Rather it can dissolve into isolated actors right after cooperation if it should be based on inter-

organizational networks. In addition, Lewis argued “TSMOs were more likely to engage in activities and

succeed in influencing policies and practices in nations that had open political systems and social

movement actors than in nations with closed political systems and few social movement actors” (Lewis

2000: 110). However, it is not always true that the existence of national SMOs contributes to

transnational cooperation. But strong solidarity and high density among national SMOs in Korea

resulting from long prodemocracy movements may hamper each SMO from pursuing transnational

cooperation. So research on the relationship between transnational and local movement should be

extended to explore how robust local SMOs get over local obstacles caused by strong solidarity and high

density and then expand their concerns into transnational cooperation.

Another aspect neglected by TSMO researchers is framing processes between TSMOs and local

movements. As McCarthy pointed out, “social movements attempt to construct frames that resonate in

diverse cultural settings and to promote frame bridging, or the linking of new mobilizing frames with

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
he distinguishes temporary from sustained networks (Tarrow 1996: 24-25).
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existing cultural materials and confronting great obstacles. … Frame bridging is so important because of

the great cultural and language differences existing throughout the world” (McCarthy 1997:245). As for

environmental organizations without any national chapter of environmental TSMOs in Korea, it is more

necessary for TSMOs such as Greenpeace, FOE, and WWF to use robust local organizations like KFEM

as a local bridge in transferring new skills and ideas to them. We need to recognize that KFEM developed

various action programs to mobilize new frames at the same time. At the same time, KFEM had to face a

lot of local obstacles in learning about and applying new frames or ideas to local concerns. Without

explaining local obstacles, we might fall into mistake of simply taking an explanatory tool of unilateral

diffusion from TSMOs to local movements.

In sum, world society and transnational advocacy networks model mainly focused on the

unilateral diffusion of and networks based on ideas, beliefs, and knowledge between various international

and local groups. For this reason, they neglected to explain how local groups are struggling with and

getting over local obstacles opposing the diffusion process and network formation. Similarly, although

TSMOs model recognized the significant role of local groups in transnational cooperation, it largely

focused on TSMOs’ guiding role in cooperation with local groups.

Alternatively, I focus more on local groups’ initiative and obstacles, which can accelerate or

detain cooperation between transnational and local movements. To clarify the cooperation process, I

propose two crucial mechanisms: sustained networks and framing process. Whereas sustain networks will

show a structural aspect of the relationship between transnational and local organizations, framing

process will show the content of flowing through the networks.
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4. Networks and Framing Process in Local Context

The concept of social network used in this paper is a more instrumental concept, focusing on

channels for the flow of information, action skills, materials, and funds.23  Many network approaches to

social movements center on how an SMO mobilizes such resources through various social networks such

as personal ties and inter-organizational collaboration (Knoke 1990; McAdam 1986; Snow et al. 1980;

Stark et al. 1980).24 Such analyses, however, neglect to explain not only how networks at one point

develop from personal to organizational but also under what condition such networks develop or remain

static. Particularly, transnational cooperation is less likely to develop from personal to organizational

level of networks than collaboration within national SMOs because of such obstacles as geographical

distance and cultural and linguistic differences.

However recently, hypermedia have enabled local movements to directly contact TSMOs and get

necessary information without the preliminary step of establishing personal contacts.25 Yet, many

scholars are skeptical about this cyber-based network because most cooperation is temporary free riding

of information without commitment. As a result, most local movements still need to take necessary steps

to develop “sustained networks” based on regular contacts and personal relationships.

The other crucial concept, frame theory which is often credited with “bring ideas back in” social

movements studies (Oliver and Johnston 2000: 37) just as IR theory shed a new light on ideas in

politics.26 Benford and Snow argues:

                                                       
23 To date, social networks among social movements have been comprehensively depicted not only as a workshop where
grievances, identities, and strategies of resistance are constructed but also as a key structure to explaining collective action
among rational actors (Kitts 2000: 241).
24 Social network methodologists call it as “egocentric network” contrasting with “complete network.” The network analysis
of social movements cannot include all involved actors and then mainly depends on egocentric method. (Wassermand and
Faust 1994)
25 Ayres argues that this “easy-riding on the Internet” has provided individuals and groups with a greater capacity to contribute
to a contentious campaign. (Ayres 1999)
26 To date, many scholars have used framing theory to explain how SMOs mobilized new members and change action
strategies (Gamson and Mayer 1996; Snow et al. 1984). Snow and Benford for the first time referred to the linkage of
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The verb framing denotes an active, “processual” phenomenon that implies agency and contention at the level of
reality construction. In other words, it is active in the sense that something is being done, and “processual” in the
sense of a dynamic, evolving process. The resultant products of this framing activity are referred to as “collective
action frames,” which are frames are action-oriented sets of beliefs and meanings that inspire and legitimate the
activities and campaigns of an SMO.27

Other social movement scholars have also identified and elaborated variable features of collective action

frames, including problem identification and direction or locus of attribution; flexibility and rigidity,

inclusivity and exclusivity; interpretative scope and influence; and degree of resonance (Snow and

Benford 2000: 618-622). Based on the five features, I will explore how framing processes affect the

diffusion of beliefs, objects, and practices from TSMOs to local groups. In other words, the point is to

determine how local movements frame the diffusion of new ideas and knowledge to resonate with local

concerns. Yet, the degree of resonance (or frame alignment) does not always guarantee successful

transnational cooperation. For example, a high degree of resonance with new frames sometimes leads to

temporary transnational cooperation as shown in the GMO Free Movement. The bottom line is how

much and how effectively local movement organizations make an effort to learn new ideas or frames and

then apply them to local concerns. This implies that framing processes need to be supplemented by

sustained networks between transnational and local movements. Sustained networks can serve as a

conduit for the flow of new ideas and frames. Relying on only one mechanism, transnational cooperation

will achieve only incomplete results. For example, without considering local settings, local activists tend

to seek new frames or ideas to mobilize new adherents or media attention. Although they may succeed in

fusing efforts at the beginning, they cannot maintain national movements strongly by updating new ideas

and knowledge, because that entails easy riding without exerting their own efforts.

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
individual and SMO interpretative orientations such that some set of individual interests, values, beliefs, and SMO activities,
goals and ideology become congruent and complementary (Snow and Benford 1992).
27 Benford and Snow 2000: 614
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In sum, as a learning process, local movements should keep updating and understanding of new

frames through various channels including research documents, conference participation and information

sharing, etc.

Now I propose three stages of transnational cooperation, depending upon different level of

network formation and frame alignment. (See Table 2)

<Table 2 About Here>

At initial stage, new ideas and collective action frames are simply diffused from TSMOs to local

organizations via Internet and media. Only a few leaders try to build personal ties, which contribute to

information exchange in the future. At this stage, local movement organizations are not at the forefront

but instead receive new information with the help of only a few specialists with access to new ideas or

frames. For example, “GMO” Free movements in KFEM will shows the feature of this stage.

At the transitional stage of transitional cooperation, networks are increasingly developed but still

remain temporarily. Framing processes take place only within a few leading SMOs. As a result, the other

members often feel isolated and left behind. In addition, most activists do not understand new frames

sufficiently and then hesitate to giver their full commitments to campaigns or protests based on new

frames or ideas. For example, “SSD Project” campaign in Korea will show the feature of this transitional

stage.

At the developed stage, local movements not only develop sustained networks but also

successfully apply new frames to local concerns. The Tong River campaign will show a typical case of

successful transnational cooperation with respect to network formation and framing process.

On the other hand, transnational cooperation does not always advance smoothly but is often

hampered by local obstacles. I propose a triangle relationship to explain the local obstacles. (See Figure1)
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<Figure 1 About Here>

This triangular relationship will shows clearly why local contexts matter in understanding transnational

cooperation between transnational and local movements. Historically local SMOs in Korea have grown

strong and robust through long contentious prodemocracy movements against the strong state that

sometimes have double-sided attitudes toward international demands. In addition, local SMOs with

strong organizational power and solidarity have seldom asked TSMOs to press the government. With few

their national chapters in Korea, even worse, TSMOs had difficulty in directly influencing the

government.

Another aspect to note is that local SMOs’ networks become gradually routinized ones, which

prevent local SMOs from expanding their concern to international arenas. The top-down interpretation of

the linkage between TSMOs and local SMOs seems to neglect or devalue the accountability of the latter

as well as various conflicting factors embedded in local political context. Thus it is necessary to

supplement this top-down linkage model with concrete visualization of the relationship. Two

unsuccessful cases in the following section will show more clearly the conflicting aspects in transnational

cooperation.

Finally, I point out the Korean case examined here shows an important subset of bottom-up

process cases. Compared with other experiences such as Indonesia, India, Brazil, and Japan with regard

to a ‘bottom-up’ transnational cooperation, the Korean case looks quite different. I propose to consider

three aspects: the source of funds, the degree of politician involvement in environmental issues, and

framing global ecology.

First, although Indonesia’ WALHI (Indonesian Forum for Environment), the biggest

environmental group has succeeded in both mobilizing external funds and developing its salience in
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transnational cooperation such as preservation of rainforest and biodiversity, it still remains preservation-

based environmental movements with focusing on mobilizing transnational funds (Mayer 1996). In other

words, whereas the Koran EMOs have to find necessary funds within Korea, Indonesian EMOs have

been especially wary of external financial assistance from the Global Environmental Facility

administered by the World Bank, from the U.S. Agency for International development.

Second, Reimann’s case study of the Japanese Kiko network shows that Japanese politicians have

been increasingly involved in global environmental issues and played an important role in supporting

NGOs that forced the government to agree to the Kyoto protocol to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

The so-called “Global Environmental Politicians” contributed to providing a more favorable political

opportunity structures such as the Japan fund and the environmental politician group (Reimann 2001).

The Korean EMOs have still struggled with conservative politicians oriented toward the ideology of

development. In reality, many politicians do not consider environmentalism so much a real protocol as

symbolic trademark.

Third, the Indian and Brazilian cases of anti-dam movements were composed of various issues

such as economic development, indigenous human rights other than preservation of eco-system

(Rothman and Oliver 1999, Khagram 1999). It was not clear how these anti-dam movements effectively

adapted global ecology to the mixed local concerns. The Tong River campaign, however, mainly focused

on environmental issues and effectively challenge the government project of the dam construction by

framing its local concern as a global term of the Ramsar Convention.

In sum, the Korean environmental movements have different features as a ‘bottom-up’ place

toward transnational cooperation with regard to the source of funds, the degree of politician involvement

in environmental issues, and framing global ecology. So I believe that the Korean case is a significant

subset of bottom-up cases in explaining transnational environmentalism.
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5. Data

Whereas most top-down researches mentioned above depended on the international organizations

data,28 I depended more on localized data with respect to network activities and applying new frames into

local concern. I mainly relied on the analysis of interview as well as document analysis including annual

reports and published books.29  I used interviews on international affairs conducted in August 2000 as

well as interviews on national affairs in January 1998. The total of interviewees is 15 staff members.30 I

interviewed five staff members in KFEM.31 The other interviews with staff members in other sectors

were conducted to examine their relationships with KFEM with regard to the forming process and pattern

of routinized networks surrounding domestic issues. To confirm the result of interview about network

activities and framing alignment, I also examined documents and publication related to mentioned

international conferences. Success or failure of framing alignment was determined by examining how

successfully KFEM gained public support and sustained networks with TSMOs by applying new ideas or

frames from international convention to a specific local campaign. In particular, the analysis of interview

and documents focusing on comparing successful cases with unsuccessful ones in sustaining

transnational cooperation.

In addition, I examined local obstacles against KFEM’s transnational cooperation. Based on

interview and review of documents, I categorized obstacles into three aspects: individual, organizational,

and the government. In particular, on the relationship between KFEM and the government, I focused on

the attitude of the government to transnational cooperation with respect to financial support and

                                                       
28 Smith and Frank mainly use Yearbook of International Organizations as Data source. (Smith, 1997; Frank, 2000)
29 Reports and books reviewed are KFEM Annual Report (1997, 1998 and 1999) and UNESOC Register Report of KFEM, KFEM
News (Quarterly), The Natural Way of Living (Monthly), and KFEM Homepage (http://www.kfem.or.kr).
30 The staff members belong to environmental, human rights, women, consumer, social justice, and labor movements.
31 I mainly focused on interviewing with 2 staff members in the Department of International Affairs and then tried to confirm
it with complementing interviews with other staff members.
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sensitiveness to international pressure. Given the analyses, I deducted a pattern of network formation and

framing alignment by comparing successful with unsuccessful transnational cooperation.

6. Local Obstacles and Two Unsuccessful Cases

After participating in the Rio conference in 1992, KFEM has expanded its organizational

structure as well as the scope of its concern to proactively correspond to global environmental issues.

More and more activists came to learn about new ideas and knowledge surrounding global environmental

issues such as climate change, proliferation of nuclear power, and biodiversity, etc. through participation

in international conferences and collaboration with TSMOs. However, these efforts have faced many

obstacles, which prevented KFEM from not only developing sustained networks with TSMOs but also

effectively applying new ideas and knowledge to local concerns. I intend to explore such obstacles in

more detail by looking at the “GMO Free Movement” and the “SSD Project” Campaign.

Individual Passivity

Most staff members32 in KFEM have displayed passivity in collaboration with TSMOs and

foreign SMOs.  Although we acknowledge that many activists face linguistic barriers in communicating

with foreign activists, the real problem lies in the fact that they hesitate to get over their shyness and

preoccupation with national concerns in attempt to build up personal relationships with TSMOs. Kim

pinpointed this limitation as follows:

When foreign activists visit KFEM, I try to organize workshops or seminars and even informal
meetings to provide more chances for other staff members not directly related to the Division of
International Affairs. Yet, only a few members attend the workshops and some unwillingly attend
informal gatherings such as receptions and gatherings.33

Their passivity in building up transnational ties is caused by their overwhelming involvement in domestic

issues and strong ties with national activists. In other words, they are not only overwhelmed with

                                                       
32 I use both activist and staff interchangeably in this paper. Interviewees prefer to be called as activist.
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handling a routinized cooperative system but also get used to it; they do not try to develop their own

personal networks but rather just enjoy free riding by hypermedia to get new information. In general,

because environmental issues need more updated information and knowledge from advanced countries,

many activists have been tempted to adopt a free riding strategy. So local activists need to modestly

accept inside criticism that “what really matters in transnational cooperation is not the language problem

but a confident attitude on the part of activists in that cooperation.”  Fortunately, today KFEM sends

more staff to the international arena as participants in conferences, internship programs, and on-site

survey programs.34 The more chances they have, the more proactive and confident they will be in

transnational cooperation.

An issue related to individual passivity is how to appropriately use volunteers. Today university

students increasingly volunteer to participate in environmental activities, in particular transnational

cooperation. Ironically, however, the volunteers have difficulty fining opportunities related to

transnational cooperation within SMOs. Given this ironic imbalance between demand and supply, most

SMOs in Korea fail to grasp the importance of organizing and guiding talented and passionate students

because top leaders remain passive in transnational cooperation.

Unbalanced Organizational Capacity

The organizational structure of KFEM still reflects the overwhelming power given to the

department dealing with national solidarity. Although many staff members in KFEM agree to separate

the Division of International Affairs (DIA) from the Policy Department as an independent team, they still

assign the DIA to a part of the Policy department. Through interviews and review of documents, I easily

figured out that the DIA showed an overwhelming imbalance between staff size and assigned tasks. With

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
33 Interview with Kim, Choon-Y, Seoul: KFEM, August 23, 2000.
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respect to this limitation, Kim, the manager of the DIA raised her voice to criticize the unbalanced

capacity problem in KFEM:

In 1999, only one staff member joined the one staff system in the DIA responsible for varied
worldwide tasks. As the international team by nature should implement and coordinate with the
other departments such as publishing, policy, ecosystem survey and organization, the DIA should
have been organized as an independent department. Yet it still belongs to the Policy Department.
Now the Policy Department consists of 6 staff members: one department head, one section chief,
two general solidarity team staff members, and two international affairs staff members. As far as
national solidarity issues are concerned, the head and section chief usually take chare of national
issues because they do not specialize in international issues. This unbalanced organizational
capacity results in the marginalization of the DIA in spite of its independent characteristic.35

In addition, a coordination problem emerges among the departments because of the insufficient

organizational power of the DIA. The DIA often need to support various international collaborations

initiated by other special teams such as the Anti-Nuclear, the Wetland Conservation, and the Eco-system

Survey team. However, if the DIA limited its role to only guiding these teams in transnational

cooperation, each team could hardly sustain networks with TSMOs because it is heavily dependent upon

the DIA to cooperate with TSMOs. The GMO free movement was a typical case of not developing

sustained networks and applying new ideas to local concerns. The Eco-system survey team could have

developed networks by close cooperation with the DIA. For example, a staff member interested in the

GMO impact on the environment pressed this issue vigorously in 1998. He succeeded in attracting

attention from the media as well as the general public, in particular housewives.36 However, the GMO

issue gradually faded from the stage because the staff member handling the issue moved to a different

department. As a result, KFEM marginalized the issue and did not develop various cooperation programs

with TSMOs. It is not an exaggeration to say that to date, the GMO free movements in Korea have been

dependent upon a “hit-and-run” strategy: only a few activists have tried to attract media and the general

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
34 As of August 2000, a half number of staff in Seoul (about 30) have traveled abroad. (Interview with Kim, 2000)
35 Interview with Kim, Choon-Y, Seoul: KFEM, August 23, 2000.
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public, without establishing transnational networks and completely applying new ideas or frames to local

concerns. In other words, the GMO free movements attempted by KFEM did not get organizational

support but only relied on a few interested staff members. As a result, KFEM only established temporary

issue networks,37 focusing on the flow of information and issuing several statements on GMO issues

(KFEM 1999). In fact, KFEM made little effort to build up networks with TSMOs such as Greenpeace

International to learn more about new frames or ideas. Instead, it just enjoyed free riding on new ideas

TSMOs to attract media attention as well as middle class women.

In addition, considering its failure with respect to the framing process, this movement largely

depended on the simple transfer of new ideas or knowledge concerning the serious side effects of GMO

products. In other words, the GMO free movements focused only on GMO products such as beans, corns,

and cotton rather than emphasizing the essential risk of gene modification which might result in

enormous disaster for the ecosystem in the future. KFEM did not seem to have sufficient understanding

of the GMO issues or apply them into local concerns from the outset. Instead, it focused on rallying new

members and media attention to new issues.

In contrast, Greenpeace China successfully promoted awareness of the GMO issue among the

public. Environmental groups in Hong Kong China successfully forced Néstle Hong Kong to stop using

GMO food and to promise to never use genetically modified agricultural products. However, KFEM was

not successful in getting such GMO free declaration from Néstle Korea.38

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
36 In 1998, the main issues KFEM involved in were to oppose industrial instant products that may include  “environmental
Hormone (endocrine disrupter)” and genetically modified agricultural products well known as Monsanto Bean (Round-up
Ready Soya Bean) that may threaten the general public health. (KFEM Annual Report 1998: 102-111)
37 The Association of Life Safety and Ethic Solidarity established in September 1998 by nine SMOs (as of October 2000, 17
SMOs) including environment, consumer, and women groups. (Park 2000: 183)
38 Greenpeace Hong Kong tired to tightly cooperate with Greenpeace International to learn and apply the GMO issues to local
concern effectively and then accomplished its goal of banning Nestle from using the GMO agricultural products. In contrast,
KFEM failed. (http://www.kfem.or.kr/kfem/gmofree/)
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After sensational peak in 1998, the GMO free movement in KFEM seemed to fade out but

reemerged recently with the advent of the “Montreal Convention on Biotechnology Safety” in 2000. This

international change made KFEM to feel it more necessary to prepare the GMO issue not only by

developing sustained networks with TSMOs but also by focusing on effective application of the issue to

local concerns. If KFEM persuades the government to change its ideology of development by the GMO

Free movement, KFEM can easily mobilize public adherents and media attention. Yet, as Park points, “as

the government still strongly believes that biotechnology is a big factory without a chimney, national

SMOs concerned about the risk of this belief should cooperate to force the government to choose a safety

first policy agenda.”39 Local obstacles still seems to be formidable for KFEM.

In short, the GMO case shows that an unbalanced distribution of organizational power resulted in

the weakness of the DIA in KFEM and furthermore let individuals initiate the importing of new ideas

without fully understanding or applying them to local concerns through close cooperation with the DIA.

Although the GMO free movement succeeded in attracting new members and media attention, it did not

further transnational cooperation because of the absence of pre-existing networks such as personal ties

and organizational interaction. For KFEM to avoid this “hit-and-run” transnational cooperation based on

issue networks, it is necessary to strengthen the DIA not only to effectively coordinate various

transnational collaborations developed by departments but also guide them to deal local issues by means

of well-understood frames.

Movement Sector: Routinized Networks on Political Issues

An obstacle to transnational cooperation was also discerned in the pattern of national networks in

which KFEM has been so embedded. It emerged when I passed the following questions to interviewees at

                                                       
39 Park, Byung-Sang, 2000: pp. 11-21.
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two different times.40 How much is KFEM involved in national networks in relation to the pro-

democracy movement? If you have any criteria for participating in these networks, how coherently are

the networks linked to environmental issues? Kim gave me an example of national networks among

environmental SMOs.

Basically there are no enough rooms for publicizing international hot environmental issues
because of strong and enmeshed national networks. For example, whereas the SSD (Sustainable
Social Development) agenda has been considered such an important issue in the United Nations,
there were few responses in Korean politics until the announcement of President Kim’s desire to
establish a National Commission on Sustainable Development (NCSD) in June 1999. …
Interestingly even environmental activists often think that international cooperation issues are
discussed only among involved professors. For example, most reports arguing for the necessity of
international issues and networks for national movements are kept on bookshelves without being
read. In addition, although the ‘International Conference on SSD 2000 Plus 10’ is supposed to take
place in Korea in 2002, there is not yet any national forum network on the SSD project among
national NGOs. I am pretty sure that although it will be held, it won’t be more than an
international event for NGOs because they wasted unnecessary time and energy rather than
establishing any solidarity unit to thoroughly prepare for new issues in relation to local concerns.
In short, NGOs hardly made any voluntary effort towards international cooperation concerning the
SSD project. However, as soon as President Kim’s desire to establish the NCSSD was declared,
most NGOs were rushing to respond to the proposal like cats and dogs.41

It shows that the overwhelming attention to national movements prevented SMOs from linking

local movements to Asia-pacific regional and even to transnational movements. The entangled networks

among national SMOs have been formed to make claims about politics. A typical case was the “Black

List Movements” participated in by most SMOs during the general election period in spring 2000. The

movements aimed to debunk corrupt or anti-human rights candidates in the election. Ironically, there was

a debate between central activists and grassroots members about whether KFEM should participate in

these movements because ecological criteria were not included as overall guides for debunking. Kim

introduced another criticism of KFEM’s involvement in politics:

When KFEM participated in the ‘Black List Movement’ as a core organizer because KFEM had
wide and strong local chapters, a big fire broke out in the eastern mountain areas of Korea. KFEM
could not turn its attention to this horrible and catastrophic fire because of an overload of work in

                                                       
40 I used interviews conducted in both 1997 and 2000.
41 Interview with Kim, ChoonY, Seoul: KFEM in August 30, 2000.
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handling the ‘Black List Movement,’ although it used to emphasize on the significance of
preserving woods to prevent flood and air pollution.42

If KFEM had not participated in the movement, it could have concentrated its resources on the big fire

incident. This case implies that routinized networks among national SMOs sometimes prevented KFEM

from concentrating its energy on international cooperation. In other words, the routinized networks

involved in KFEM often prevent it from developing and maintaining transnational networks. Instead,

KFEM is more likely to seek issue-fighting strategies based on “discursive networks.” An episode also

shows the deep involvement of KFEM in routinized networks.43 In a similar vein, activist Hwang argued

that “routinized network activities among national SMOs will run the risk of alienating general members

from emergent issues and then produce only a few networks of star activists seeking media attention and

sensational issues to mobilize public adherents.”44 The existence of strong networks among SMOs is not

always good but should be separated from routinized networks involved in politics.45

In sum, the “SSD Project” case was introduced to show that routinized networks among national

SMOs are impediments to the promotion of international cooperation. Transnational issues such as the

SSD project in Korea, even if agreed upon or accepted by most SMOs, could not be put into practice

because its overwhelming involvement in national politics often prevents KFEM from concentrating on

environmental issues, in particular transnational cooperation. Actually this feature of routinized networks

originated from a long history of prodemocracy movements against the strong state.

                                                       
42 Interview with Kim, Choon-Y, Seoul: KFEM, August 30, 2000.
43 In a TV forum, a famous KFEM leader answered to the question: “why KFEM participated in the ‘Black List’ movements
as follow. “I think this movement also aim to promote a sort of political environment in Korea.” (Interview with a sociologist,
Seoul, August 25, 2000)
44 Interview with Hwang, Joo-Suk, Seoul: YMCA, July, 1997.
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The Strong State

As proposed in Figure 1, the strong state often works against transnational cooperation between

KFEM and TSMOs. Korean government always argues that economic development is the most important

goal. Today, the government seems to have slightly changed its orientation from development to

sustainable development by considering ecological issues. Yet, we can see that the government is more

inclined toward a development orientation as seen in the unbalanced power relationship among the

Ministries. Kim argued,

Whereas the Ministry of Environment (ME) opposes a land reclamation project initiated by the
Minister of Ocean and Fishery, the Ministries of Construction and Transportation, Industrial
Resources and Self-Administration all support the land reclamation project. Whereas most
Ministries tend to propose development policies, the ME hesitates to argue for preservation policies
from the pressure of those Ministries. However the ME is the weakest government organization in
the executive administration. In addition, all issues the ME concerned about are tightly connected
with other Ministries. So environmental groups sometimes try to support the ME to accomplish
eco-friendly policies. Despite this support, the ME has marginalized in decision making so far.46

Another issue is the debate about the use of a new frame. In particular, in the diffusion process of

a new frame, national SMOs often conflict with government, which uses the same term in its own way.

The concept of “SSD” shows a case of competition among frames.47 “SSD” refers to a form of

socioeconomic advancement, which can continue indefinitely without exhausting the world’s resources

or overburdening the ability of natural systems to cope with pollution (Yearley 1998: 131). Yet, as this

concept is not so clear to apply to local concerns,48 governments in South that only focus on the aspect of

economic development may abuse it. For example, Korean Government argues that land reclamation

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
45 This point contradicts Lewis’ argument (2000). He neglected a negative side of strong solidarity among national SMOs
toward transnational cooperation. Such a strong solidarity may result in the formation of routinized networks, which can
constrain the relationships between transnational and local movements.
46 Interview with Kim, Choon-Y, Seoul: KFEM, August 30, 2000.
47 Gamson explained frame competition as a sort of theme competition. For example, he described nuclear power issue as
competition between a theme of “technology” and a countertheme of “harmony with nature.” And the countertheme of
harmony with nature is the dominant one in both media discourse and conversations.  (Gamson 1992: 151-57)
48 Yearley criticizes the universal discourse in two ways: “the concept is flawed because it represents only the juxtaposition of
the North’s demand for environmental protection and the South’s need for economic and social development. In addition, the
meaning of the term is neither as transparent nor as technical and objective as appears at first sight. So like other
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projects, dam construction, and GMO projects all conform to the “SSD” concept. In response, KFEM

continues to propose desirable alternatives resonating with the “SSD” concept to the government. The

Tong river campaign attempted by KFEM was successful in challenging the SSD argument distorted by

the government with more convincing frame such as the “Ramsar Convention.” Given this successful

experience, as Chang says, “although the government currently enforced a land reclamation project, so

called the “Saemankeum” project, KFEM is deploying various action programs as well as workshops to

cancel the project through transnational cooperation.49

In sum, the government tends to frequently use the “SSD” concept as a new frame for justifying

economic development policies. If local movements did not develop alternative frames for that nor

effectively applied them to local concerns, they would fall behind and then could not prevent the

government from carrying out eco-evil projects by persuading it to change its policy orientation.

However the “SSD Project” case shows the formidable obstacle of a strong state having initiative in even

environmental issues to local movements lacking in developing both national and transnational networks.

To avoid this gloomy prospect, local movements should maintain transnational cooperation through both

transnational networks and complete frame alignment.

7. Successful Transnational Cooperation: The Tong River Campaign

Unlike the “GMO Free” movement and the “SSD Project” campaign, the Tong River campaign

attempted by KFEM was a watershed in its transnational cooperation because KFEM transcended not

only local obstacles but also gradually consolidated the relationship with TSMOs through sustained

networks and frame alignment. In addition, this Tong River campaign enabled KFEM to more

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
universalizing discourses, it turns out to be less incontestable in practices than its proponents routinely imply.” (Yearley 1998:
130-133)
49 Jang, Ji-Young , The Natural Way of Living, KFEM: Korea  Feb. 2000 (p.45)
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confidently participate in related transnational cooperation afterwards. In examining the three stages of

transnational cooperation proposed above, I focus on a learning process of network development and

framing alignment in various cooperation between KFEM and TSMOs.

Early Period (1993 - 1996)

As a part of broader social reform movements, KFEM from the outset has been actively involved

in reshaping legislative and regulatory frameworks for government to ensure citizen participation in

national and local decision-making, especially with respect to environmental issues (KFEM UNESOC

Register Report 1999:64). Given this fact, KFEM could not avoid involvement in various social reform

movements such as the fair election campaign and the reformation of labor laws movement. So KFEM

cooperated relatively less with TSMOs during that period. For example, the short history of the DIA

shows that KFEM has been negligent about international cooperation. KFEM in 1997 set up the DIA as a

part of its Policy Department which also included another division, the Division of General Solidarity

Affairs to deal with national issues. In addition, the fact that only one staff member had to take care of all

related tasks also reflects the weak position of the DIA in KFEM. However, although KFEM internally

agreed upon the necessity of establishing a special team to handle International activities rather than

relying on improvised committees for new global issues, it failed to distinguish the DIA as an

independent team and did not assign another staff member to that division until 1999.50 Instead, a few

activists individually participated in various international conferences to learn about new ideas and

knowledge and made efforts to build personal ties with significant actors belonging to popular TSMOs.

                                                       
50 Today the central office of KFEM has 70 staff members. They belong to various departments such as the Eco-system survey,
the Publication, the Policy, the Organization, the Anti-Nuclear Team, and the Information Center, etc.
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Despite this limitation, however, KFEM began to open various channels to the international arena

by participating in UN conferences and achieving an initial level of cooperation with TSMOs and foreign

SMOs.

<Table 3 About Here>

Table 3 shows initial efforts made by KFEM to develop relationships with TSMOs and IGOs

before the establishment of DIA in KFEM. The pattern of international activities in this early period

seems to gradually change from participation in worldwide conferences to building up tangible ties

within the Asia-Pacific region. But this early experience could not go beyond transferring new ideas such

as “Climate change”, the “Ramsar Convention on Wetlands,” and “NPT” (Non-Proliferation of Nuclear

Treaty) to KFEM. In other words, KFEM simply learned new frames without effectively applying them

to local concerns with the exception of the NPT frame.

In the strict sense, KFEM lacked the skill of organizing transnational cooperation through

conferences or activism during this early period and instead focused on participation in various

international events. KFEM finally set up the DIA as part of the Policy Department in 1997.

Transitional Period (1997-98)

This second stage is characterized by a rapid increase in KFEM’s collaboration with TSMOs

globally as well as regionally after the establishment of the DIA. As seen in Table 4, there was a big

increase in KFEM’s participation in international affairs such as the “Rio + 5 Forum” and the “Kyoto

Summit on Climate Change” and conferences on nuclear weapons. Such an increase was partly a result of

the efforts of the DIA and partly of KFEM’s enhanced ability to launch international cooperation by

itself.

<Table 4 About Here>
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On the one hand, with respect to sustained networks, KFEM tried to turn its attention from global

issue networks based on information exchange with TSMOs to the formation of regional networks with

neighboring NGOs through more specific programs. On the other hand, with respect to framing process,

KFEM continued to challenge government insistence on nuclear plants with a counntertheme of a safety

and sound eco-system. In particular, this countertheme and various new frames were developed and

introduced by the Citizens’ Institute for Environmental Studies (CIES), established in 1993 as an

affiliated organization. The CIES conducted many research projects funded by the government and

government related institutions and proposed very significant alternatives to government proposals by

applying new frames to local concerns.51 In addition, it also tried to help activists and the general public

to understand new ideas and knowledge by publishing the results of international conferences and its own

research.52

KFEM needed to keep participating in conferences in order to implement environmental issues

discussed at the Rio conference in 1992 because the UN-organized conferences involving IGOs, GOs,

and NGOs had been working to enact international conventions or treaties which can force the signatory

governments to follow the rules. At the same time, KFEM tried to narrow its focus to regional networks

with Asian NGOs belonging to Japan, Taiwan and the Philippines, which became prevalent in 1998.

KFEM tried to enrich these regional networks not only by developing a mutual field survey program with

Indonesia and Mongolia but also by sustaining a strong affiliation with Asian regional networks such as

the Asia-South Pacific Bureau of Adult Education (ASPBAE53). Kim said that KFEM’s change in

attention to regional networks had been indirectly influenced by financial support.

                                                       
51 Most projects were the construction of environmental communities, researches on the damage of polluted areas, and
analyses of waste disposal strategies, etc. (KFEM UNESOC Register Report 1999: 63-66)
52 The books published by the CIES: Building Citizens’ Communities Through the Environmental Movement (1994), The
Study of Environmental Conflicts and Their Resolutions (1996), Eco-Friendly Energy Policy and Sustainable Society (1997),
etc. (KFEM UNESOC Register Report 1999:69-72)
53 ASPBAE (http://www.aspbae.org)
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The real reason for KFEM turning to regional networks is transportation expense. KFEM always needs
funds to carry out its tasks. Unfortunately, since Korean Government became a member of the OECD in
1996, KFEM has hardly had a chance to get funds from international institutions. For example, because the
UNCED in principle support only non-OECD NGOs which hope to participate in UN-related conferences,
KFEM has to consider seriously which conference it will attend among many possibilities. As a result,
KFEM tends to depend on the government, which regularly sends its delegates to international conferences
to get new information and rules rather than sending its own delegates there. In contrast, the Japanese
government still provides two staff members belonging to NGOs with necessary funds to participate in
various international conferences every year.54

Interestingly, KFEM became a good example for other environmental movements in other

developing countries. Through mutual internship programs with Mongolian National Environmental

Society (MNES) and WHALHI: Indonesian Forum for Environment, KFEM tried to show what it has

gone through, whether successfully or not. In particular, these groups thought that it would be worth

learning from KFEM’s environmental education program in their incipient stages. KFEM now hopes to

consolidate these regional networks by developing sustaining programs (KFEM, 1998).

Developed Period (1999-2000)

During this period KFEM has acquired confidence through its “Tong River Campaign,” a

watershed in transnational cooperation. On June 5, 2000, President Kim Dae-Jung of South Korea

announced the cancellation of a major dam project on the Tong River in his speech celebrating ‘World

Earth Day’. Koreans welcomed the government’s decision, and the victory was attributed to the national

and transnational environment movement. Local residents threatened by the project had initiated the

Tong River campaign in 1997, and a broader campaign was organized by KFEM.

For the Tong River campaign, KFEM began to cooperate with local residents by organizing

several rallies against the government. Furthermore, KFEM concentrated its energies on public

awareness of the ecological consequences of the dam construction by using media as well as various

cultural events such as exhibitions, concerts, and big performances. As demonstrated by the unanticipated

                                                       
54 Interview with Kim, Choon-Y, Seoul: KFEM, August 23, 2000.
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huge donation-about $50,000- from anonymous people, the campaign succeeded in mobilizing resources

from all social strata from housewives to elementary school students. KFEM also succeeded in making

strong networks with other civil groups such as religious, art, university, and social movements. With

strong support, KFEM tried to challenge the government by both direction action and proposing

alternatives. While consistently deploying protests and even hunger strikes, KFEM continued to organize

various policy workshops given by specialists involved in environmental issues. Despite all efforts made

by KFEM and a committee of local residents, the government sought to keep the dam project alive by

allowing one year for a reinvestigation of its feasibility. During a two-year tug of war with the

government, KFEM also appealed to TSMOs such as Greenpeace International, Friends of Earth, and the

World Wide Fund for Nature, International Rivers Network, and these TSMOs sent their statements

against the dam project, which included the following message:

The Tong River Dam will infringe upon the Ramsar Convention criteria agreed upon in Iran in 1971
because the proposed dam will flood the ecosystem, identifying wetlands of international importance, by
lowering water levels for a full 200 kilometers downstream.55

Although the advocacy networks between KFEM and TSMOs were largely based on discursive

networks, this discursive support could contribute to developing more sustainable networks and

convincing frames. In reality, KFEM organized an international symposium on dams in Seoul in order to

consolidate advocacy networks into more tangible and sustainable ties with TSMOs rather than passively

enjoying advocacy networks. In December 1, 1999, all participants56 in the international symposium

adopted the ‘Seoul Declaration for Alternative Water Management in the 21st Century’ to challenge the

government to call off the dam project.

The actual beneficiaries of dam construction are large landowners, construction companies, land
speculators, public works agencies, tourist industries, large industrial corporations, politicians,

                                                       
55 Press Report Document 1999. 6. 2.  KFEM Annual Report 1999 CD ROM (in Korean)
56 Yul Choi (KFEM), Dong-Su Jeong (Anti-Youngwol Dam Committee), Toshiko Niikura and Heather Souter (Rivers! Japan),
Chainarong Stretthachau (South East Asia Rivers Network), Nandini Oza (Narmada Bachao Andolan, India), Roberto A.
Epple (European Rivers Network), Susanne Wong (International Rivers Network)
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engineers, environmental consultants, and multilateral agencies. …We, concerned about the
social, environmental and economic impacts associated with large dams, resolve to make efforts to
protect ecosystems and work towards sustainable, participatory, and efficient means of meeting
water supply and energy needs. We not only recognize that we are fighting similar battles from
Korea to Japan, Thailand, India, France, and to the US but also agree that we cannot win these
struggles by working in isolation. So we resolve to strengthen the international networks of people
fighting the construction of large dams at the local, regional and international levels.57

Six months after the symposium, KFEM and other groups involved in the campaign could celebrate the

government’s historical decision to cancel the dam construction.

With respect to networks, KFEM not only learned how other anti-dam movements in ecologically

advanced countries influenced government policy but also aimed to maintain the transnational networks

that had emerged to deal with the issue of dams.58  With respect to framing process, the Tong River

campaign was a concrete example of complete frame alignment with international standards. NGOs that

had agreed upon the ‘Ramsar Convention’ decided again to pay more attention to the preservation of

wetlands at the conference in Costa Rica in May 1999. In particular, the majority of members agreed that

it was the time for the international community (e.g. Wetland International) to lend their support to the

Tong River Campaign. According to their decision, “The Tong River is a unique wetland site by being

the only free-flowing limestone karst region river in South Korea, and it also supports an appreciable

assemblage of rare, vulnerable, or endangered species of plant and animals” (KFEM, 1999). By applying

the ‘Ramsar Convention’ to the local concern of the Tong River Dam, KFEM immediately asked TSMOs

to press Korean government authorities and further organized an international conference to globalize

this local concern. In other words, with the Ramsar convention frame in mind, KFEM asked TSMOs and

neighboring NGOs to send email, fax or letters containing the following sentences to the Korean

president, the Prime minister, the minister of Construction and Transportation, and the CEO of the Public

Company of Water Resources.

                                                       
57 KFEM 1999 Environmental NGOs’ International Symposium on Dams, Seoul: KFEM
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The Tong River is of great value not only to Korea but also to the World. It meets Ramsar criteria as a
wetland of international Importance. It should be conserved, not destroyed. Please cancel the dam project
immediately, and in so doing win the world’s respect.59

In sum, the Tong River campaign shows that KFEM was successful not only in mobilizing well-

developed networks with TSMOs but also effectively applying new frames such as the Ramsar

Convention to local concerns to convincingly persuade the government to change its mind. In addition,

this successful campaign would not have been possible through fortuitous collaboration but only as a

result of sustained relationships between KFEM and TSMOs. In other words, whether local movements

seeking transnational cooperation succeed or not depends on how successfully they can develop and

sustain transnational networks with effective application of new frames to local concerns.60

8. Conclusion: Transnational Cooperation as a Learning Process

So far I have examined many examples of transnational cooperation attempted by KFEM

focusing on how KFEM has struggled with local obstacles and at the same time overcome that by means

of successfully developing networks with TSMOs as well as effectively applying new frames to local

concerns. The “GMO Free” movement and the “SSD Project” campaign were unsuccessful attempts at

transnational cooperation by KFEM. The “GMO Free” movements just focused on the importing of new

ideas or knowledge by a few staff members in order to attract media attention rather than on close

coordination among organizations. The “SSD Project” campaign also failed to challenge the

government’s the ideology of development with a countertheme of harmony with nature. In fact, most

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
58 The foreign cases discussed by participants are The Mekong River (Thailand), The Nakara River (Japan), The dismantling
movement of dam (Europe), and Korean anti-dam movement. KFEM Annual Report 1999 CD-ROM (in Korean).
59 Press Report Document: 1999. 6. 2. KFEM Annual Report 1999 (CD-ROM)
60 In 2000, KFEM again was confronting the government insisting upon the ‘Saemankeum Land Reclamation Project.’ This
contention seems to be similar to that of the Tong River Campaign.
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environmental groups at the center have been overwhelmingly involved in routinized networks

surrounding political issues and neglected to effectively prepare for the new SSD project. As a result,

they followed the government’s initiative. In other words, distracted by routinized networks, KFEM often

marginalized international cooperation. KFEM still confronts local obstacles that can interfere with

cooperation with TSMOs. However, the “Tong River Campaign” became a robust cornerstone for

KFEM’s transnational cooperation in the future. KFEM tried to use preexisting loose, discursive

networks with TSMOs to send advocate statements to the Korean government and furthermore turned

these discursive networks into sustained networks by organizing an international conference. In addition,

by effectively applying new frames to the dam project, KFEM persuaded the government to change its

mind toward the preservation of wetlands in keeping with the Ramsar Convention. Given these results, in

Table 6 I expand each category originally proposed in Table 2.

<Table 6 About Here>

 Although this research is limited to a case study of a local environmental group, I would suggest

as a provisional conclusion that a bottom-up approach to the relationship between transnational and local

movements is crucial for the study of transnational social movements. As seen in Table 6, transnational

cooperation attempted by KFEM shows a sort of developmental process. KFEM seems to seek ‘globally

expanded and locally intensified transnational networks’ simultaneously. Because Korea has no national

chapter of TSMOs concerning environmental issues, Korean environmental groups have rarely been

directed by TSMOs. This fact makes it necessary for national core SMOs such as KFEM to bridge

transnational and local movements. In reality, KFEM learned to serve as another broker for frame

bridging with TSMOs. The “Tong River” campaign was a bridging role played by KFEM between local

and transnational movements.
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Those contrasting experiences by KFEM demonstrated the limitation of the three top-down

models mentioned. For example, the world society model may not grasp local obstacles that can interfere

with transnational cooperation.  And the ‘boomerang effect’ approach proposed by the transnational

advocacy networks model may not explain a learning process that local organizations can build up

sustained networks with TSMOs and effectively applying new frames to local concerns rather than

simply appealing to TSMOs from the outset. Similarly the transnational social movements model may

neglect how robust local organizations which have rarely been directed by TSMOs learn to cooperate

with TSMOs and overcome formidable local obstacles. In reality, this research clearly shows that

KFEM’s increasing capacity to cooperate with TSMOs came about through a learning process of

continuous collaboration with TSMOs as well as the struggle with local obstacles such as a strong

government and its own overwhelming involvement in politics.

Given this fact, theoretically, examples of KFEM’s transnational cooperation can be useful not

only for understanding how the national political opportunity structure can link to transnational

cooperation but also for tracing how local movements strategically utilize new frames or ideas in order to

force government to resonate with transnational demands. Another aspect to consider is the role of

national SMOs as a bridge between transnational and local movements. This bridging role can be

gradually consolidated through a learning process from an initial to a developed stage. I believe that these

two aspects are meaningful for explaining dynamic interaction between local and transnational

movements in social movement theory.

This case study makes a significant contribution, but it should be supplemented by further

research. For example, this environmental example should be compared with transnational cooperation in

other sector such as human rights and women groups. For example, Amnesty International Korean

Section has been directly influenced by Amnesty International since it was established in 1972 as a
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national chapter. It is worth while to explore how this organization not only struggles with local obstacles

but also develops networks with TSMOs except its mother organization. In addition, the KFEM’s

example should be compared with that of other national affiliates of TSMOs such as Greenpeace Japan

and International Rivers Network India. For example, although Greenpeace Japan was established in

1989, it remains relatively weak organization and does not strong networks with TSMOs other than

Greenpeace International. These comparative studies will help us to learn more about how local contexts

are crucial for transnational cooperation.
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Table 1. KFEM Budget61 for Financial Year 199762

Contents $ (%)

Membership Dues $400,599 (15.5)

Government and Government-related Institutes $98,634 (3.8)

Intergovernmental Organizations 0

Other NGOs 0

Research Contracts (excluding governments) $592,521 (21.5)

Other Sources63 $1,484,770 (57.6)

Income (total) $ 2,576,524

 KFEM Registration Report to the United Nations Economic and Social Council (UNESOC), 1999

Table 2. Networks and Frame Alignment for Transnational Cooperation

Mechanism\ Process Initial Cooperation Transitional Cooperation Developed Cooperation

Networks Informal ties Temporary networks Sustained Networks

Frame alignment Simple diffusion Upper level alignment Full-scale alignment

Example GMO Free

Movement

Sustainable Social

Development

The Tong River Campaign

                                                       
61 Budget figures are the combined ones for Seoul KFEM, CICE (Citizen’s Information Center for the Environment), CIES
(Citizen’s Institute for Environmental Studies) and KFEM’s Publication Center.
62 The financial year runs from January to December. Exchange rate as of date of application: US Dollar 1= W 900.
63 These sources come from various fundraising programs such as benefit concerts, sales of clothing and organic agricultural
products, managing a tea house, and income from rental of KFEM’s education center. In particular, the rental income is the
most part of it.
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Table 3 Early International Affairs before 199764

Year International Activities in KFEM

1992 The UN conference on the Environment and Development (Rio De Janeiro, Brazil)65

1993 Balancing the Future (Amsterdam, Netherlands)

1994 The Berlin Climate Summit (Berlin, Germany)

The Third Asia-Pacific NGO Environmental Conference (Kyoto, Japan)

The Temperate Forest Conference (Montana, USA)

1995 The World Summit for Social Development & NGO Forum (Copenhagen, Denmark)

The Asian-Pacific Bureau of Adult Education (ASPBAE) Annual Conference (Delhi,

India)

The NPT (Non-Proliferation Treaty) Conference (UN, New York, USA)

The NGO Forum on Women (Beijing, China)

The Greenpeace-KFEM East Asia NGO Skill Sharing Workshop (Hongcheon, Korea)

The Fourth PrepComm (New York, USA)

1996 ASPBAE: Environmental Education Workshop (Suva, Fiji Islands)

The RAMSAR Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Brisbane,

Australia)

The UN Conference on Human Settlements (Istanbul, Turkey)

The No Nukes Asia Forum (Taipei, Taiwan)

The INESAP Annual Conference (Stockholm, Sweden)

Japanese Environmental Conference (Kumamoto, Japan)

                                                       
64 The international affairs are mainly based on the report of KFEM to UNESOC. (KFEM international affairs, 1999:  65-66)
65 Current KFEM staff members attended the Rio Conference as representatives of Korean Anti-Pollution Movement Association
(KAPMA). Actually KAPMA changed into KFEM by including self-organized local environmental movements in 1993. (KFEM
International Affairs, 1999: 65)
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Table 4 Transitional International Affairs (1997-98)66

Year Activities

1997 The UN 50th Session of Commission on Sustainable Development (UN, New York, USA)

The Rio + 5 Forum (Rio De Janeiro, Brazil)

The Conference on Ecological Security in North Eastern Asia (Seoul, Korea)

The Conference on Ecological Energy Policy and Sustainable Society (Seoul, Korea)

The No Nukes Asia Forum (Manila, Philippines)

The Second International NGO Conference on Ozone Protection (Taipei, Taiwan)

The Second International Meeting of NGOs Against Nuclear Technologies (Hanover,

Germany)

The International Networks of Engineers and Scientists Against Proliferation (INESAP)

(Shanghai, China)

The NPT PreComm Conference and Workshop (UN, New York, USA)

The UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (Kyoto, Japan)

The NGO Workshop Against Nuclear Technologies in East Asia (Tokyo, Japan)

1998 The Mutual field research between Indonesia (WALHI) and KFEM (Indonesia and

Korea)

The Mutual field research between Mongolia (MNES) and KFEM (Mongolia and Korea)

The Asia-South Pacific Regional Environmental Education Workshop (Ahmedabad,

India)

The ASPBAE Development Education Forum (Seoul, Korea)

The 51st Annual DPI /NGO Conference (UN, New York, USA)

After Kyoto: Energy and the Environment in the Asia Pacific Region (Montana, USA)

The UNDP Regional Millennium Meeting for Asia and the Pacific (Seoul, Korea)

The 4th Conference on Climate Change (Buenos Aires, Argentina)

                                                       
66 This table does not include all kinds of international cooperation but mainly focus on the experience of conference participation
and organizing conference as well as mutual exchange program. The data is based on KFEM Report for UNESOSC, KFEM Annual
Report 1998-99, and Interview.
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Table 5 Developed Period International Affairs (1999-2000)

1999 The Environmental NGOs’ International Symposium on Dams (Seoul, Korea)

The Joint Program Between KFEM and RSPCA (Royal Society for the Preservation of

Cruelty to Animals) (Seoul, Korea)

Susan Marrow-The former President of Sierra Club Invitation Lecture (Seoul, Korea)

Regional Institute of Environmental Technology (RIET) Intern Program (Singapore)

200067 The Dam Conference in East Asia (Hong Kong)

Millennium Forum in the United Nations (U.S.A.)

Earth Day Event (China)

Dot Com and Dot Net (Japan)

Field Research in Sidney Olympic (Australia)

OECD Conference (Amsterdam)

UNESOC (Geneva)

Field Research in Wetland Preservation (U.K)

ASEM 2000: People’s Forum (Seoul, Korea)

World Watch Institute L. Brown Visit (Seoul, Korea)

                                                       
67 For 2000 activities, I depend on the analysis of interview and monthly magazine in KFEM reporting international affairs until
December 2000.
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Table 6. Summary: Transnational Networks and Framing Processes in KFEM

Time Networks Frame Alignment Examples
Early Stage - Fragile Networks

- Informal Ties

- Weak relationship

between local and

TSMOs

- Diffusion process

- Incomplete application

of new frames

- “hit-and-run” strategy

- Personal ties among

movement leaders

The Sustainable Social

Development Campaign

The GMO Free Movement

Transitional

Stage

- Regional Networks in

Asia

- Solidarity among Asian

NGOs

- Upper level frame

alignment

- Applying new frames to

regional context

- Asian-South Pacific

Bureau of Adult Education

(ASPBAE)

- Internship Exchange

Program

Developed

Stage

- Stable transnational

networks integrated into

local movements

(Vertical)

- Complete frame

alignment (the Seoul

Declaration)

The Tong River Campaign
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Chart 1. International Organization Participation: Historical Overview (1966-2000)∗∗

                                                       
∗ This table indicates the number of organizations of which a country or territory is a member; whether directly or through the
presence of members in that country. No distinction is made between different categories f memberships (e.g. full, associate),
although a country is only counted once for each organization. Yearbook of International Organizations, 2000; Appendix 3
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Figure 1. TSMOs, Local SMOs, and State
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